Abstract. We report on the works of Euler and Chebyshev on the drawing of geographical maps. We point out relations with questions about the fitting of garments that were studied by Chebyshev.
Introduction
Euler and Chebyshev were both interested in almost all problems in pure and applied mathematics and in engineering, including the conception of industrial machines and technological devices. In this paper, we report on the problem of drawing geographical maps on which they both worked. It is not surprising that the two men were attracted by this problem which involves nontrivial questions of geometry and analysis, and which at the same time has practical applications. Euler and Chebyshev brought into this field all their knowledge from differential geometry, the theory of differential equations, and the calculus of variations. At the same time, cartography raised new theoretical questions, in geometry and analysis. One may also note here that Chebyshev was particularly interested in approximation and interpolation theories, and in particular interpolation using the method of least squares, and he used these theories in his work on cartography. In what follows, we shall describe and compare the works of Euler and Chebyshev on cartography, making relations with other problems on which they worked.
From the mathematical point of view, the problem of drawing geographical maps is the one of mapping on a Euclidean plane a subset of a curved surface, which is usually a sphere, or a spheroid, representing the Earth 1 or the Celestial sphere. It was already known to the mathematicians and geographers of Greek antiquity (although at that time there was no mathematical proof of this fact) that a map from a region of a sphere onto the Euclidean plane cannot preserve at the same time angles, ratios of distances and ratios of areas. The question then was to find maps which preserve "in the best way" angles, distances or areas, or an appropriate compromise between these quantities. This theme led to many interesting mathematical developments. Several prominent mathematicians worked on it from various points of view. One may mention here Ptolemy, the famous mathematician, astronomer and geographer from the second century A.D. who thoroughly studied these questions. From the modern period, besides Euler and Chebyshev, one should mention at least the names of Lambert, Lagrange, Gauss, Beltrami and Darboux, and there are many others.
The second problem which we consider in this report was studied by Chebyshev. This is the problem of binding a surface with a piece of fabric. The piece of fabric in which we are interested is made of two families of threads that are perpendicular to each other, forming a Euclidean net of rectangles. A garment is made with this piece of fabric, and this garment is intended to cover a surface, which is usually a part of the human body, and optimally it should take its form. For that, the small rectangles formed by the net are deformed. During this deformation the lengths of the sides of the rectangles remain constant, but the angles they make change. The cloth becomes a curved surface, and the rectangles become curvilinear parallelograms, that is, quadrilaterals in space bounded by two pairs of equal sides.
The problem of drawing geographical maps and the one of fitting of garments are inverse of each other. Indeed, on the one hand, one searches for mappings from a piece of the sphere into a Euclidean piece of paper with minimal distortion, and on the other hand, one constructs a map from a Euclidean piece of fabric onto a curved surface (part of a human body), such that the fabric fits the curved surface with minimal distortion.
In this paper, we consider these two problems in the way they were addressed by Euler and Chebyshev. We point out relations between these problems and other works of Euler, Chebyshev and some other scientists.
Euler and Chebyshev
We start with a few words on Euler. Leonhard Euler published memoirs and books on all the fields of pure and applied mathematics that were known at his epoch: geometry (Euclidean and spherical), analysis, differential equations, number theory, probability, cartography, astronomy, etc. He created the field of calculus of variations. He is also one of the founders of topology.
Euler is the father of Russian mathematics. During his two long stays at the Academy of Sciences of Saint Petersburg (1727-1741 and 1766-1783) he contributed to the training of Russian students in mathematics.
2 He wrote for the young generations textbooks that were used in universities, in military schools, in naval institutes and other technical schools. He also wrote on basic school arithmetic, Einleitung zur Rechen-Kunst zum Gebrauch des Gymnasii bey der Kayserlichen Academie der Wissenschafften in St. Petersburg. (Introduction to the Art of Reckoning, for use in the Gymnasiums of the Imperial Academy of Sciences in Saint Petersburg) [23] .
Euler was also a physicist. He published on mechanics, acoustics, optics, fluid dynamics, astronomy, geodesy and other fields of physics. From the practical point of view, Euler conducted astronomical and acoustical measures, and he conceived new optical instruments. In Saint Petersburg, he solved problems concerning floods. 2 Euler's Russian students include Semion Kirillovich Kotelnikov, Stepan Rumovsky, Ivan Iudin, Petr Inokhodtsov, Mikhail Evseyevich Golovine, and there are many others. It is known that Euler liked his Russian students. During his stay in Berlin, several of them followed him. They also helped him in translating his books into Russian. Romovsky translated Euler's Letters to a German Princess. Iudin and Inokhodtsov translated Euler's Vollständige Anleitung zur Algebra (Complete introduction to algebra). Golovine became professor at Saint Petersburg's pedagogical school and he translated into Russian Euler's Théorie complète de la construction et de la manoeuvre des vaisseaux [35] .
During his stay in Berlin (1741-1766), he was solicited by his mentor, the king Frederick II, to solve various concrete problems. This is testified in the correspondence between the two men.
3 For instance, in a letter dated April 30, 1749, the monarch asks Euler's help on problems concerning the navigation between the two rivers Oder and Havel. During the Seven Years' War (1756-1763), he wrote to Euler to ask him to improve the technique of the spyglass. Euler's Opera Omnia contain at least 22 papers on the theory of machines. We mention as examples a few of these papers, whose titles are significant, De machinis in genere (On machines in general) [30] (1753), Sur l'action des scies (On the action of saws) [31] (1758), Sur la force des colonnes (On the strength of columns) [32] and Recherches plus exactes sur l'effet des moulinsà vent (More exact researches on the effect of windmills) [33] (1758). There are also several memoirs by Euler on the technique and conception of optical instruments, e.g. [27] , [29] and [34] . Euler also published a translation with commentary of a famous book on gunnery by Benjamin Robins [26] , with the German title Neue Grundsätze der Artillerie (New principles of artillery). In this book Euler investigates, among other questions, the nature of air and fire and the motion of bodies that are projected in the air. He establishes relations between elasticity, density and temperature. Euler also published several books and papers on ship building, e.g. [38] , [35] and [36] . This subject was very important to the Russian rulers, who were at the same time the patrons of the Academy of Sciences of Saint Petersburg. The extension of the Russian fleet was one of their dearest projects. As a matter of fact, this was one of the major concerns of Peter the Great, when he planned the Russian Academy of Sciences. He was aware of the role of mathematics and mathematicians in the training of teachers in naval, military and engineering schools. In any case, Euler was most interested in naval construction, a rich subject which involves hydrostatics, architecture, resistance, motion, machines, and stability theory. Euler also introduced infinitesimal analysis in ship building theory. From a more general point of view, Euler had a systematic approach to the problems of physics, always searching for a differential equation that was at the basis of the problem. For this reason, Euler is considered as one of the main founders of mathematical physics.
Let us say now a few words on Chebyshev.
There are several short biographies of Chebyshev, yet nothing comparable to the extensive literature that exists on Euler's life and works. We recall here a few elements of Chebyshev's life and works. For more details, we refer the reader to the papers [59] , [70] , [71] and [6] .
Pafnuty Lvovich Chebyshev was born in 1821. He is sometimes called the Russian Archimedes. His father was a retired Army officer who had contributed to Napoleon's defeat in his attempt to conquer Russia. Pafnuty Lvovich received his education at home, essentially from his mother and a cousin. He learned French, which was the language spoken among educated Russians. This became later the language in which he wrote a substantial part of his mathematical papers. At the age of 11, Chebyshev's parents provided him with private lessons by P. N. Pogorelski, a well-known teacher in mathematics and the author of popular books on elementary mathematics. Chebyshev enrolled at the University of Moscow in 1837, at the Department of Physics and Mathematics. Nikolai Dmetrievich Brashman (1796-1866), who was teaching there pure and applied mathematics, was particularly interested in engineering and hydraulic machines, and Chebyshev was influenced by him. While he was a student, Chebyshev wrote a paper on iterative methods on approximate solutions of equations. Approximation theory remained one of his favorite subjects until his death.
From the biography contained in his Collected Works [16] , 4 we learn that when Chebyshev settled in Saint Petersburg, in 1847, his financial situation was critical. His parents, who used to be wealthy, had lost their properties a few years before, especially during the 1841 famine that affected Russia. They were not able to help him anymore, and his salary as an adjunct-professor was modest. The biographer says that for that reason, Chebyshev became very thrifty, and stayed so throughout his life, but the only thing for which he never spared money was the materials he needed to construct his mechanical models. He was able to spend hundreds of thousands of roubles for his machines.
Chebyshev became familiar with Euler's writings when he worked on an edition of Euler's papers on number theory, under the direction of Viktor Yakovlevich Bunyakovsky (1804-1889), a project supported by the Academy of Sciences of Saint Petersburg. Bunyakovsky, during his studies, like several Russian mathematicians of his generation, spent some years in France. 5 In 1859, Chebyshev was nominated member of the Academy of Sciences of Saint Petersburg, on the chair of applied mathematics. Bunyakovsky, Mikhaïl Ostrogradskii (1801-1861) and Paul Heinrich Fuss (1798-1855), the great-grandson of Euler, were the three members of the chair of pure mathematics. Euler's edition, containing his 99 memoirs on number theory, appeared in 1849 [42] . Working on Euler's works edition acted certainly as a motivation for Chebyshev's own research on number theory. In the same year, Chebyshev defended his doctoral thesis in mathematics; the subject was number theory. In 1852, he published two memoirs in the Journal de Liouville, [7] and [8] 6 on the distribution of prime numbers. This was, at that time, one of the most difficult questions in number theory.
Chebyshev's biographer in [59] says that he thoroughly studied the works of great mathematicians like Euler, Lagrange, Gauss and Abel, and that as a general rule, he avoided reading the works of his contemporary mathematicians, considering that this would be an obstacle for having original ideas. Unlike most of mathematicians of the same epoch, Chebyshev did not like to communicate by letters. On the other hand, he used to travel a lot and the list of mathematicians with which he discussed is impressive. This is the subject of the paper [5] . According to Vassilief [70] and Possé [59] , Chebyshev used to spend almost every summer in Western Europe, especially in France, and particularly in Paris. He published several papers in France, Germany and Scandinavia: at least 27 papers in French journals (among which 17 in Liouville's journal), 3 papers in Crelle's journal, and 5 papers in Acta Mathematica.
Like Euler, Chebyshev was interested in several fields of mathematics. He published on geometry, algebra, analysis, differential equations, integral calculus, probability, cartography and astronomy, and he had a very strong interest in mechanical engineering. He conceived machines and devices. He was aware of the important place that mathematics holds in the applied sciences, and conversely, he knew that several practical problems acted as a motivation for theoretical research. He was especially interested in applied mechanics, and in particular in machine conception, including steam engines, and other engines that transmit motion. The recent survey
The subjects were (1) the rotary motion in a resistant medium of a set of plates of constant thickness and defined contour around an axis inclined with respect to the horizon; (2) the determination of the radius vector in elliptical motion of planets; (3) the propagation of heat in solids. 6 The memoirs were published in that journal in 1852. According to Vassilief ([70] p. 47), they were written in 1848 and 1850 respectively.
on linkages, by A. Sossinsky [64] , contains some information of Chebyshev's work on linkages and hinge mechanisms, a subject which he studied thoroughly. He was particularly interested in machines that change a rotational motion into a rectilinear one. See e.g. his paper [9] . It is believed that Chebyshev's work on the approximation of functions was motivated in part by his interest in hinge mechanisms; cf.
[71]. Chebyshev's Collected works [16] contain a report on a 3-month stay he made in France, [10] . This stay started on June 21, 1852. At that time, Chebyshev was adjunct professor at the University of Saint Petersburg, and from there he obtained the imperial permission to spend three months abroad. It appears from the report [10] that Chebyshev spent much more time in visiting industrial plants and studying machines, than in meeting mathematicians and working on problems of pure mathematics. In his report, he describes his observations of windmills in Lille and of several machines and models in the Conservatoire des arts et métiers in Paris, his visit to the metallurgical plant in Hayange, and to the paper mills in Coronne and the suburb of Angoulême. He also reports on the visit of the Gouvernment foundry and to the cannon factory in Ruelle, a visit to a turbine in a windmaill in Saint-Maur, a water mill in Meaux, and an arms factory in Châtelleraut. During that visit to France, Chebyshev met several eminent French mathematicians, and he spent several evenings discussing with them, only after his visits to factories in daytime. In this trip, he was able to discuss with Bienaymé, Cauchy, Liouville, Hermite, Lebesgue, Poulignac, Serret and other eminent mathematicians. Chebyshev also made a small trip to London where he discussed with Cayley and Sylvester. He also visited the Royal Polytechnic Institute, where models of various machines were presented. We also learn from the same report that during that stay, Chebyshev went to Brussels where he visited the museum of engines. He was particularly interested in agricultural machines and steam engines. On his way back to Russia, Chebyshev made a stop in Berlin and had several discussions with Dirichlet. A calculating machine is preserved today at the Conservatoire des arts et métiers in Paris. This machine is described in his Collected works; see [15] . The versatility of Euler and of Chebyshev's mathematical interests are comparable, even if Euler's written corpus is much larger than that of Chebyshev. Both men were also interested in elementary mathematics, and they wrote reviews and expository papers.
Cartography
We now survey the works of Euler and Chebyshev on Cartography. At the same time, we shall mention works of Lambert, Lagrange and Gauss and a few others on this subject. A detailed history of cartography, in relation with the modern theory of quasiconformal mappings, is contained in the paper [58] .
At the Saint Petersburg Academy of Sciences, Euler, besides being a mathematician, held the official position of cartographer. He was part of the team of scientists who were in charge of the large-scale project of drawing maps of the new Russian Empire. Euler also wrote theoretical memoirs on geography. We mention in particular his Methodus viri celeberrimi Leonhardi Euleri determinandi gradus meridiani pariter ac paralleli telluris, secundum mensuram a celeb. de Maupertuis cum sociis institutam (Method of the celebrated Leonhard Euler for determining a degree of the meridian, as well as of a parallel of the Earth, based on the measurement undertaken by the celebrated de Maupertuis and his colleagues). This memoir was presented to the Academy of Sciences of Saint Petersburg in 1741 and published in 1750 [28] . In 1777, motivated by the practical question of drawing geographical maps, Euler published three memoirs on mappings from the sphere to the Euclidean plane. The memoirs are titled De repraesentatione superficiei sphaericae super plano (On the representation of spherical surfaces on a plane) [39] , De proiectione geographica superficiei sphaericae (On the geographical projections of spherical surfaces) [40] and De proiectione geographica Deslisliana in mappa generali imperii russici usitata (On Delisle's geographic projection used in the general map of the Russian empire) [41] . The title of the last memoir refers to JosephNicolas Delisle (1688-1768), a leading French astronomer and geographer who was also working at the Academy of Sciences of Saint Petersburg.
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The three memoirs of Euler on cartography contain important results and techniques of differential geometry.
In the first memoir, [39] , Euler examines several projections of the sphere and he systematically searches for the partial differential equations that these mappings satisfy. He starts by recalling that there is no "perfect" or "exact" mapping from the sphere onto a plane, and therefore, one has to look for best approximations. He writes: "We are led to consider representations which are not similar, so that the spherical figure differs in some manner from its image in the plane." He highlights the following three kinds of maps:
(1) Maps where the images of all the meridians are perpendicular to a given axis (the "horizontal" axis in the plane), while all parallels are sent to parallel to it. (2) Maps which are conformal, that is, angle-preserving. (3) Maps where surface area is represented at its true size.
In the same memoir, Euler gives examples of maps satisfying each of these three properties. The maps which are obtained using various projections: a projection of the sphere onto a tangent plane, onto a cylinder which is tangent to the equator, etc. He then studies distance and angle distortion under these maps. At the end of his memoir ( §60), he claims that these investigations have no immediate practical use: 8 In these three Hypotheses is contained everything ordinarily desired from geographic as well as hydrographic maps. The second Hypothesis treated above even covers all possible representations. But on account of the great generality of the resulting formulae, it is not easy to elicit from them any methods of practical use. Nor, indeed, was the intention of the present work to go into practical uses, especially since, with the usual projections, these matters have been explained in detail by others. 7 Delisle was a French geographer, and he was part of the team of eminent scientists from several countries of Western Europe who were invited by Peter the Great at the foundation of the Russian Academy of Sciences. We recall that the monarch signed the foundational decree of his Academy on February 2, 1724. The group of scientists that were present at the opening ceremony included the mathematicians Nicolaus and Daniel Bernoulli, and Christian Goldbach. Delisle joined the Academy in 1726, that is, two years after its foundation, and one year before Euler's arrival to Saint Petersburg. He was in charge of the observatory of Saint Petersburg. This observatory, situated on the Vasilyevsky Island, was one of the finest in Europe. During his stay in Russia, Delisle had also access to the most modern astronomical instruments. He was also in charge of drawing maps of the Russian empire. Delisle stayed in Saint Petersburg from 1726 to 1747. In the first years following his arrival to Russia, Euler assisted Delisle in recording astronomical observations which were used in meridian tables. In 1747, Delisle left Russia and returned to Paris. He founded there the famous observatory at the hôtel de Cluny, thanks to a large amount of money he had gathered in Russia. He also published there a certain number of papers containing informations he accumulated during his various voyages inside Russia and in the neighboring territories (China and Japan). Because of that, he had the reputation of having been a spy. In the memoir [41] , Euler calls Delisle "the most celebrated astronomer and geographer of the time." 8 We are using the translation by George Heine.
In the same memoir, Euler gives a proof of the fact that there is no mapping from the sphere to the plane which preserves ratios of lengths ( §9).
In the second memoir, [40] , published in the same year, Euler studies projections that are useful for practical applications. He writes ( §20): 9 Moreover, let it be remarked, that this method of projection is extraordinarily appropriate for the practical applications required by Geography, for it does not strongly distort any region of the earth. It is also important to note that with this projection, not only are all Meridians and Circles of Parallel exhibited as circles or as straight lines, but all great circles on the sphere are expressed as circular arcs or straight lines. Other hypotheses, which one might perhaps make concerning the function ∆, will not possess this straightforward advantage.
In the third memoir [41] , Euler starts again by presenting the problems to which the stereographic projection leads if it is used in the representation of the Russian Empire. The stereographic projection is a radial projection of the sphere from a point onto a plane tangent to the antipodal point. This projection is extensively used in mathematics. Euler expresses the need for a method of projection, in which the three properties are satisfied:
(1) All the meridians are sent to straight lines; (2) degrees of latitudes are preserved; (3) parallels and meridians meet at right angles in the image. He declares that the three conditions cannot be simultaneously satisfied, and the question he addresses becomes that of finding a projection where the deviation regarding the degrees of meridian and parallels is as small as possible, while the two other properties are preserved. Euler then describes a method that Delisle used to draw such a map, and he presents in detail the mathematical theory which underlies this construction.
It is useful to recall here that Euler published several memoirs on spherical geometry, a subject closely related to geography. In fact, theoretical geography uses spherical trigonometry. We also recall that several young collaborators and followers of Euler worked on geography and the drawing of geographical maps. We mention in particular F. T. von Schubert, 10 one of Euler's direct followers, who became a specialist of geography and spherical geometry. We refer the reader to the article [57] for more information about Schubert. The papers by Schubert on geography include [61] , [63] and [62] . Let us also note that some of Euler's memoirs on astronomy concern in fact spherical trigonometry with its practical applications, see e.g. [24] and [25] , and there are many others (The Euler Opera Omnia include at least 54 papers on astronomy.).
There are many mathematical and cultural reasons for which the name of Lagrange is associated to the one of Euler. They had several common interests, although they regarded the problems from different points of view. Lagrange was 29 years younger than Euler. Their personalities were quite different, and they had different tastes in mathematics, but they often worked on the same problems. When 9 George Heine's translation. 10 Friedrich Theodor von Schubert (1758-1825) was one of Euler's young collaborators who, after the death of Euler, became the director of the astronomical observatory of the Academy. Schubert was, like Euler, the son of a protestant pastor. His parents, like Euler's parents, first wanted him to study theology and to become a pastor. Schubert did not follow that path and he studied mathematics and astronomy, without any teacher. He eventually became a specialist in these two fields. He left his native country, Germany, and he became a private mathematics teacher in Sweden, then moved to Estonia. In 1785, two years after Euler's death, he was appointed assistant at the Academy of Sciences of Saint Petersburg, at the class of geography. In 1789 he became full member of the Academy.
Lagrange wrote to Euler, on August 12, 1855, to tell him about his new ideas on the calculus of variations, he was only 19 years old. In his approach to the subject, he replaced delicate geometric arguments of
Two years after Euler, Lagrange wrote two important memoirs on cartography [52] . In these memoirs, Lagrange starts by an exposition of the major known geographical maps, in particular those which were known to Ptolemy. He reviews in particular the stereographic projection, and he highlights the following two properties it satisfies:
(1) Circles of the sphere are sent to circles in the plane. (2) Angles are preserved.
Lagrange then says that one may consider the geographical maps from a more general point of view, namely, as arbitrary representations of the surface of the globe, and not necessarily obtained by radial projections from points. Euler had a similar point of view. Lagrange writes (p. 640) that "the only thing we have to do is to draw the meridians and the parallels according to a certain rule, and to plot the various places relatively to these lines, as they are on the surface of the Earth with respect to the circles of longitude and latitude." He refers to the work of Lambert, who was probably the first to address the question of characterizing the angle-preserving mappings from the sphere to the plane. Lambert investigated this problem in his Beiträge zum Gebrauche der Mathematik und deren Anwendung (Contribution to the use of mathematics and its applications) [53] . Lagrange recalls that Euler, after Lambert, gave a solution of the same problem, and he then gives his own new solution. He considers in detail the case where the images of the meridians and the parallels are circles.
Talking about cartography, one has to say at least a few words about Gauss, who made substantial advances on this subject using the differential geometry of surfaces, a subject which he developed, motivated precisely by the problem of drawing geographical maps.
In 1825, Gauss published an important paper, with the title Allgemeine Auflösung der Aufgabe: die Theile einer gegebnen Fläche auf einer andern gegebnen Fläche so abzubilden, daß die Abbildung dem Abgebildeten in den kleinsten Theilenähnlich wird (General solution of the problem: To map a surface so that the image similar in the smallest parts to what is being mapped) [44] . The paper concerns the problem of constructing conformal maps. It is known that this paper was influential on Riemann, who was Gauss's student. Gauss declares in the introduction of that paper that his aim is to construct geographical maps. He proves several results, among them the fact that every sufficiently small neighborhood of a point in an arbitrary real-analytic surface can be mapped conformally onto a subset of the plane. In these investigations, Gauss was motivated by one of his major practical activities, namely, land surveying. Gauss included results of angles and distances that he measured between various points on the Earth in his famous work Disquisitiones generales circa superficies curvas (General investigations on curved surfaces) (1827). It is the task of land surveying that led Gauss eventually to the investigation of triangulations of surfaces, to the method of least squares (1821), and more generally to the investigation of the differential geometry of surfaces. One should mention in this respect Gauss's result in his Disquisitiones [45] , which he calls the "remarkable theorem," saying that the parameter known today as Gaussian curvature is the obstruction for a sphere to be faithfully represented on the plane §12 (cf. p. 20 of the English translation).
It was natural that Chebyshev, who was, among other things, a geometer, an analyst and an applied mathematician, and who was, as we already noted, a devoted reader of Gauss, became interested in cartography.
Chebyshev's Collected papers edition [16] contains two papers on cartography, [13] and [14] . The first paper is more technical (it contains several formulae), and in some sense it is a sequel to the work of Lagrange on the same subject. The second paper, which is longer, contains more theoretical and philosophical considerations, as well as some historical notes on the discovery of differential calculus. On p. 14 of his biography [70] , Vassilief says that it is probably in reading Euler that Chebyshev became interested in the drawing of geographical maps.
In the introduction of the first paper, [13] , Chebyshev recalls that it is easy to construct geographical maps that preserve angles (he says: "such that the infinitesimal elements on the sphere and their representation are preserved"), but that for these maps, length is distorted, and the ratios of length elements between points of the sphere and its representation vary from point to point. Thus, one may conceive that there exist maps where these deviations are the smallest possible. This is the problem in which he is interested.
Chebyshev says that from the mathematical point of view, this question bears some strong analogy with some problems he considered before, concerning linkages. He calls the study of linkages the theory of mechanisms, known under the name of parallelograms. The word parallelogram refers here to four-bar linkages that have the form of parallelograms that appear in the machines studied by Chebyshev. Let us note that this word appears several times in the present paper, in various contexts.
In the second paper [14] , Chebyshev returns again to the analogy, and he talks about Watt's parallelograms, a mechanical linkage described in 1784 by James Watt (1736-1819) when he patented the so-called Watt steam engine. Chebyshev mentions the fact that in both theories (geographical maps and linkages), one looks for a function of two variables that realizes a minimum among functions which satisfy a certain partial differential equation. Thus, he includes the two theories in the setting of the calculus of variations, a subject which was dear to Euler and Lagrange.
Chebyshev bases his investigations on a formula found by Lagrange, for a quantity he calls the magnification ratio. This is the ratio between a length element at a point on the sphere and its image by a map. The setting is the one of Lagrange in his paper on cartography [52] , in which he studies the maps of the sphere into the Euclidean plane that are "similarities at the infinitesimal level." These are the angle-preserving mappings that were thoroughly studied by Euler, and then by Lagrange. In particular, for such mappings, the magnification ratio, depends only on the point and not on the chosen direction. Lagrange gave the following formula for the magnification ratio, which Chebyshev recalls:
Here, f and F are arbitrary functions. The formula gives
The first two terms of the right hand side of this equation, involving arbitrary functions, constitute the solution of a partial differential equation of the form
which is nothing else than the Laplace equation. In the rest of his paper, Chebyshev solves the question of finding the functions that have the smallest magnification ratio. He establishes a relation between a quantity which Lagrange calls the "projection exponent" and the shape of the curve that bounds the country which the map is meant to represent. The second paper is a sequel to the first. Using the computations in the first paper, Chebyshev [14] , determines, for a given country, the center of the projection and the value of this exponent which are best suited for the drawing of a geographical map.
At the beginning of the second paper [14] , Chebyshev talks about the mutual influence of theoretical and practical sciences. He declares that every new field of study in theoretical mathematics originates in practical problems, and that a particularly important class of problems arises from questions requiring the maximization or the minimization of certain quantities. For instance, this is how differential calculus, and later, the calculus of variations, were born. He declares that the more practical needs are demanded, the further theory goes. He gives examples from Newton's Principia. The construction of geographical maps is another very good example of this link between practical and theoretical sciences. He considers, as in the first paper, the magnification ratio, a function defined on the region for which one wants to draw a map. He obtains the following theorem ( [14] p. 242):
The best projection of a country, or a region, in the sense of the smallest length distortion consists of one for which the length distortion ratio on the boundary of the region to be represented is constant.
Chebyshev also provides a method for the computation of this distortion ratio.
With this theorem in mind, Chebyshev notes that the search for the best map amounts to the solution of a certain partial differential equation defined on a region with given boundary values. He mentions that the theory developed from the partial differential equation point of view is analogous of the theory of heat propagation. Indeed, once the value of the magnification ratio on the boundary of the country is known, the rest is found by solving Laplace's equation.
A proof of Chebyshev's theorem, based on the same idea (the solution of the Laplace equation), is contained in Milnor's paper [48] , p. 1111. Before Milnor, Darboux gave a solution of the same problem, also based on Chebyshev's ideas, using potential theory, [19] . It seems that Milnor was not aware of the work of Darboux on the question.
Chebyshev's paper [14] ends with some explicit examples of maps. Some of the works started by Chebyshev on the drawing of geographical maps were continued by his student Dmitry Aleksandrovich Gravé (1863 Gravé ( -1939 , who attended Chebyshev's courses in the early 1880s. Gravé also translated from Russian into French Chebyshev's papers on geographical maps [13] and [14] that are included in the French edition of his Collected works [16] . The subject of Gravé's doctoral dissertation was On the main problems of the mathematical theory of construction of geographical maps. He defended it in Saint Petersburg in 1896 (this was after Chebyshev's death). This work concerns equal area projections of the sphere, and it is based on ideas of Euler, Lagrange and Chebyshev, cf. [43] and [47] . Concerning Chebyshev's courses, Gravé wrote (cf. [2] ):
Chebyshev was a wonderful lecturer. His courses were very short. As soon as the bell sounded, he immediately dropped the chalk, and, limping, left the auditorium. On the other hand he was always punctual and not late for classes. Particularly interesting were his digressions when he told us about what he had spoken outside the country or about the response of Hermite or others. Then the whole auditorium strained not to miss a word.
Let us also note another account of Chebyshev's courses, by Aleksander Mikhailovich Lyapunov (1857-1918), the mathematician well known for his work on the stability of dynamical systems. Lyapunov attended Chebyshev's lectures in the 1870s. The quote is again from [2] : [Chebyshev' s] courses were not voluminous, and he did not consider the quantity of knowledge delivered; rather, he aspired to elucidate some of the most important aspects of the problems he spoke on. These were lively, absorbing lectures; curious remarks on the significance and importance of certain problems and scientific methods were always abundant. Sometimes he made a remark in passing, in connection with some concrete case they had considered, but those who attended always kept it in mind. Consequently his lectures were highly stimulating; students received something new and essential at each lecture; he taught broader views and unusual standpoints.
Let us finally mention, considering the question of geographical maps and projections of a curved surface onto a Euclidean plane, that Beltrami studied thoroughly the general question of the characterization of the mappings from a given surface onto the plane that send geodesics to Euclidean straight lines. This problem is closely related to Hilbert's Problem IV, which he presented among the list of 23 problems he compiled on the occasion of his talk at the Paris 1900 ICM [49] , in which he asks for the study of the metrics on the plane whose geodesics are the Euclidean straight lines.
Chebyshev on the fitting of garments
We now consider a second problem that Chebyshev studied, namely, the problem of the fitting of garments. Chebyshev presented this problem at a meeting of the Association Française pour l'Avancement des Sciences.
11 In his talk, Chebyshev starts by declaring that the idea of this work originates from a communication made at the same Association two years earlier byÉdouard Lucas, on the geometry of weaving fabrics with rectilinear wires. 12 In fact, Lucas thoroughly studied questions 11 The Association Française pour l'Avancement des Sciences (French Association for the Advances of Sciences) was founded in 1872. Its initial goal was to make links between researchers in different fields, and also between scientists and science amateurs, coming from different backgrounds. Its aims also included the popularization of science. The presidents of this society were elected every year, and they came from various fields of sciences. They included in particular the mathematicians Paul Appell (1908), Emile Borel (1925), Elie Cartan (1933) and Paul Montel (1946) . Between the years 1873 and 1882, Chebyshev presented sixteen reports at various sessions of the Association. Among them are his report Sur la coupe des vêtements (On the cutting of garments) which we consider here and the one on the calculating machine which we already mentioned and which is described in his paper [15] . 12 The mathematicianÉdouard Lucas (1842-1891) was 21 years younger than Chebyshev. The two men attended the 1876 session of the Association Française pour l'Avancement des Sciences which took place in Clermont-Ferrand. Lucas is known for his work on number theory. His name is associated to Lucas numbers, which are related to Fibonacci numbers by a recurrence relation. It is conjectured that there are infinitely many prime Lucas numbers. Lucas is also known for his work on satin squares, which makes connections between number theory and fabrics. His writings in this domain have both a mathematical and general public character, cf. [54] [55] [56] . For an exposition of Lucas' work on fabrics, in relation with other nineteenth-century works by various people, we refer the reader to the paper [20] by Decaillot. Lucas died at the age of 49, after an accident at the banquet of the annual congress of the Association Française pour l'Avancement des Sciences. A waiter dropped a pile of plates, and a piece of broken plate cut Lucas on the cheek. This caused a skin inflammation and Lucas died a few days later. Let us note that the Gauss-Lucas theorem, saying that the convex hull in the complex plane of the roots of a polynomial contains the roots of the derivative polynomial, refers to Félix Lucas, a contemporary ofÉdouard Lucas.
related to garments, but it is not clear that he considered the specific one in which Chebyshev was interested. The paper [56] by Lucas, which was published in 1880, is based on a previous paper he wrote. It concerns weaving styles, more particularly the various ways in which the two perpendicular threads that constitute a piece of fabric intersect and give rise to different kinds of textile. In that paper, Lucas declares that his work on the subject gave rise to works by several people and he mentions among them the memoir [11] by Chebyshev. He considers these works as new applications of number theory. It is not clear that the paper of Chebyshev that we are analyzing here falls into this category, and the relation with number theory is not visible. Even though the subject matter of Chebyshev's paper is related to garments, the content is very different from the subject in which Lucas was interested in. The point we want to make here is that even though Chebyshev declares that the idea of his investigation occurred to him after he heard the talk by Lucas, there is no relation between the problems considered by the two mathematicians, except for the fact that they involve fabrics. The problem addressed by Chebyshev is the following. One starts with a fabric made out of a net of two perpendicular threads. In the language of fabric industry, these two threads are called warp threads and weft threads. Each two perpendicular threads of the net are attached at their intersection point. When such a piece of fabric is used to cover a part of a human body -for instance the head, in the case of head nets -it takes the form of that part of the body. The threads are rigid at their intersection points, that is, the lengths between any two consecutive intersection points is fixed. The flexibility is only at the level of the angles at these intersections. While at the beginning, the treads make Euclidean rectangles, after the deformation, the rectangles become curvilinear parallelograms. Thus, we can can see the relation with the theory of linkages, which, as we already mentioned, Chebyshev called the theory of mechanisms, known under the name of parallelograms. The question which Chebyshev addresses, in the context of woven fabric, is to see whether with such an amount of flexibility the piece of fabric can take the exact form of the part of body to which it is designated. Another question, which he considers later on, is to study the optimal curves and their form, along which several pieces of fabric might be sewed, in order to cover the given part of the body.
In his communication to the Association, Chebyshev described the problem, and solved it for the case where the surface that has to be covered is the hemisphere. The paper includes several practical examples. Chebyshev gave formulae for the solution and, with his usual faithfulness to one of his favorite subjects, approximation theory, he explained how one can obtain approximate solutions. 13 He also studied the question of sewing several pieces of fabric, that is, he replaced the problem by the more general one that consists of binding a surface with several pieces of fabric sewed together. Chebyshev found a differential equation satisfied by the Gaussian curvature of a surface covered by the cloth. The term Chebyshev net was given to such a net, that is, a net made out of quadrilaterals of fixed side length. The question becomes that of the possibility of covering an arbitrary surface with a Chebyshev net. The local problem was solved affirmatively by Bieberbach in 1926 [3] . It is known now that for the global problem, one needs to deal with singularities. Burago, Ivanov and Malev proved in [4] a general result on the existence of a covering by a Chebyshev net for complete simply connected Alexandrov surfaces under some constraints on the curvature.
We mention by the way a geometric proof of that theorem due to William Thurston, published recently, see [17] . We shall talk about Thurston's work, in relation with that of Chebyshev, in the last section of this paper. 13 Tikhomirov [69] considers that " [Chebyshev] set the foundations of the Russian school of approximation theory."
In his paper [11] , Chebyshev included the problem of the fitting of garments in the setting of the differential geometry of surfaces. From this point of view, a Chebyshev net on a surface provides a (local) coordinate system in which the horizontal and the vertical vector fields have norm one, and the coordinate local transformations are translations. Chebyshev noted that in the coordinates associated to the curves forming the net, the line element on the surface can be written in the form
where u and v are the parameters along the curves of the net and ϕ the angle between these curves. The equation satisfied by the Gaussian curvature K of a surface covered by a Chebyshev net is then of the form
It turns out that for surfaces of constant curvature, this is precisely a SineGordon equation; cf. [60] . The authors of [60] note that Hilbert proved in [50] that the Chebyshev net is formed by its asymptotic curves, that is, the curves that are tangent at each point to the principal tangents (the tangent to the directions where the magnification ratio is maximal and minimal). This shows that the angle between the asymptotic curves on such a surface satisfies a Sine-Gordon equation.
There is a large number of relatively recent papers studying Chebyshev nets. There are also applications in industry.
The French original version of Chebyshev's Collected works [11] contains only a summary of Chebyshev's original talk. The complete text appears in the Russian version of the Collected Works, [12] , vol. 5, p. 165-170. A French version of this extended text is included in the PhD thesis [21] of Decaillot and in the paper [46] by Ghys. The last paper is a nice update of Chebyshev's problem of the fitting of garments.
We mentioned in the introduction that the problem of drawing geographical maps and Chebyshev's problem of the fitting of garments are in some sense inverse to each other. The comparison between these problems may be pushed further. On the sphere, one has a natural system of orthogonal coordinates: the equator together with its parallels, which form a foliation (with two singular points) of the sphere, and the meridian lines, which form an orthogonal (singular) foliation. On a geographical map, one would like to represent the image of these two orthogonal foliations; the result is a pair of transverse foliations of (a subset of) the Euclidean plane which, in the general case, are not necessarily orthogonal. In the problem of the fitting of garments, one starts conversely with two orthogonal foliations on the Euclidean piece of fabric, the warp threads and the weft threads, and one is interested in the images of these foliations (which are no longer orthogonal) on the curved surface that is covered. In Figure 1 , an example of Chebyshev net is given. To stay in the setting of Chebyshev's theory, one has to make the assumption that the thread used for the fishnet is not elastic.
Darboux, in his ICM talk in Rome (1908) [18] , mentions questions related to geographical maps and he also mentions the work of Chebyshev on fitting garments. He includes both subjects in his paper, titled Les origines, les méthodes et les problèmes de la géométrie infinitésimale (The origins, methods and problems of infinitesimal geometry). He presents the following question, which is slightly more general than the one studied by Chebyshev. Consider a piece of fabric, in the form of a net which ladies use to cover their hair. The net is formed by the two perpendicular families of threads (the warp threads and the weft threads). These threads are attached at their intersections, in such a way that they form small rectangles. The net can be deformed in such a way that the angles at the vertices of the rectangles may vary, but not the side lengths. The question is to determine Figure 1 . A Chebyshev net takes the form of the surface on which it is applied. the form of the net when it is placed on a surface (part of a human body). The problem is slightly more general than the one Chebyshev studied. The latter studied the case where the rectangles are squares.
Darboux writes the length element of the surface in terms of the angle variable θ in the following form:
where A and C are known functions of α and β and θ is the unknown. Equation (1) which Chebyshev used is a special case of Equation (2), obtained by taking A = C = 1. Darboux discusses this question and he says that Chebyshev was satisfied with approximate solutions of the problem. He claims that the latter failed to notice that the general and complete solution of his problem, in the special case of the sphere, is related to the question of determining the surfaces of constant negative curvature.
Euler again
Finally, we mention a problem which Euler studied that involves the geometry of fabrics. This is the question of sails of ships. Euler first investigated this question in 1727, at the age of 20, in a paper he sent to the French Academy of Sciences, as a solution to a problem which the Academy proposed as a contest [22] . The title of Euler's essay is Meditationes super problemate nautico, quod illustrissima regia Parisiensis Academia scientarum proposuit (Thoughts on a nautical problem, proposed by the illustrious Royal Academy of Sciences in Paris). The problem proposed by the Academy asks for the best way to place masts on vessels. The height of the masts, and the height and the width of the sails are to be determined. The study of the problem involves the investigation of the capacity of the sails, on which depend the forces of wind on them. The inclination of the ship also depends on the force of the wind on the sails. Johann Bernoulli, 14 who was Euler's teacher at the University of Basel and who encouraged him to work on that problem, had already published a paper on the same subject, in 1714, which he called Théorie de la manoeuvre des vaisseaux (Theory of maneuver of ships). In that paper, Bernoulli determines the shape of a sail in terms of the pressure exerted by the wind on it. In the paper submitted to the Academy, Euler extended ideas of Archimedes contained in his treatise On floating bodies [1] and introduced in the subject techniques of differential calculus, in particular partial differential equations. His paper earned a honorable mention. Euler remained interested in these questions for the rest of his life. Several years later, he completed his major opus on ship building, the Scientia navalis (Naval science). This two-volume treatise appeared in 1749 in Saint Petersburg [38] .
By way of conclusion
William Thurston (1946 Thurston ( -2012 , who can reasonably be considered as the greatest geometer of recent times, revived two subjects which were dear to Chebyshev, namely, mechanical linkages and clothing design.
Thurston did not write up his ideas on linkages, but several people remember his lectures. The subject is mentioned in his paper [66] , with the expanded French version [67] . It is also mentioned in his book [68] . In a recent correspondence with the author of the present article, Bill Abikoff writes: "Thurston was characteristically terse in his discussion of spaces formed by flexible linkages. He either told me directly or someone told me the following. His response to the question of which topological spaces appear as the configuration space of a flexible linkage was: all."
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One may note that this is a vast generalization of a result of Kempe which says that any bounded piece of an algebraic curve is drawable by some linkage, cf. [51] . One may recall by the way that the definition of a curve, in the period of Greek mathematics, was mechanical (i.e. in terms of linkages). Thus, through equations and Descartes' geometry, one does not find more curves than those which were considered in Greek antiquity.
Regarding Thurston's contribution to linkages, see also the exposition in [64] .
In his important paper on minimal stretch maps between hyperbolic surfaces (1985), Thurston alludes to the relation between cloth deformation and some extremal maps between surfaces. After he states the main problem he studies in this paper -the problem of finding best Lipschitz maps between surfaces, he writes: This is closely related to the canonical problem that arises when a person on the standard American diet digs into his or her wardrobe of a few years earlier. The difference is that in the wardrobe problem, one does not really care to know the value of the best Lipschitz constant -one is mainly concerned that the Lipschitz constant not be significantly greater than 1. We shall see that, just as cloth which is stretched tight develops stress wrinkles, the least Lipschitz constant for a homeomorphism between two surfaces is dictated by a certain geodesic lamination which is maximally stretched...
Thurston elaborated on the comparison between extremal maps between surfaces and deformation of clothes in several of his lectures.
Around the year 2010, Thurston started working, together with the Japanese fashion label Issey Miyake, on the conception of geometrically-inspired garments, in particular, patterns based on non-Euclidean geometry. In a well-known interview (ABC News report) titled Fashion and advanced mathematics meet at Miyake: Fashion and advanced mathematics collide at Japanese label Issey Miyake, along with the Japanese designer Dai Fujiwara, Thurston says: "I have long been fascinated (from a distance) by the art of clothing design and its connections to mathematics." In 2010, Miyake presented in Paris a fashion collection with the title "8 Geometry Link Models as Metaphor of the Universe," inspired by Thurston's work. The collection is also known under the name "Poincaré Odyssey." The following is an excerpt of a text of Thurston which was available at the fashion show: 15 In another recent mail, Abikoff mentions that his father worked with every aspect of the creation of machine-woven fabric in most of his professional life. Another thing he mentions is that a couple of years ago he had a discussion with Louis Nirenberg about the contemporary relevance of Euler's work on sails of ships in relation with compressible fluid flow. They both felt that there was renewed interest in this topic because of wind farms: another relation with Chebyshev's work! Many people think of mathematics as austere and self-contained. To the contrary, mathematics is a very rich and very human subject, an art that enables us to see and understand deep interconnections in the world. The best mathematics uses the whole mind, embraces human sensibility, and is not at all limited to the small portion of our brains that calculates and manipulates with symbols. Through pursuing beauty we find truth, and where we find truth, we discover incredible beauty.
